TopLine Soiled Utility / Clean Room Accessories

- **Shelf model TU**
  - For soiled bottles, with storage rack or trough.
  - Length 19-5/8" or 27-1/2".

- **Open wall cabinet**
  - Includes 1 (one) centered shelf.
  - Length 19-5/8", 39-3/8" or 47-1/4".

- **Closed wall cabinet**
  - Hinged doors.
  - Includes 1 (one) centered shelf.
  - Length 19-5/8".

- **Shelf model TS**
  - For bed pans and utensils, with storage rack or trough.
  - Length 19-5/8" or 27-1/2".

- **Hopper**
  - Standard freestanding-on-floor installation.
  - 14-3/8" dia., 27-5/8" AFF.

TopLine Standard Features

- **Telescopic rotary wash nozzle with nine auxiliary nozzles**
- **MIKE 2 microprocessor control**
- **Deep-drawn stainless steel wash chamber**
- **Infrared interface for Palm® PDA**
- **Three programmable wash/disinfection cycles**
- **Steam-tight door with interlock**

TopLine Optional Features

- **Automatic Door**
  - AT models are equipped with an infrared proximity switch to open and close the wash chamber door automatically.

- **TopLine 40 AT**
  - Tabletop unit with door proximity switch (foot pedal optional).

- **TopLine 20 AT**
  - Freestanding-on-floor, with door proximity switch (foot pedal optional).

Other options include splash guards and hoppers with rim flushing and/or grating. Consult factory for additional options.

Meiko can design and manufacture complete solutions for soiled utility and clean rooms. Please consult the factory for details.
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TopLine 10 A


TopLine 20 Flash to wall, with mounting frame Dimensions: 17-3/4" W, 74" H

TopLine 20 WC Flash to wall, with mounting frame Dimensions: 17-3/4" W, 74" H


TopLine 40 Wall or flush-mounted Dimensions: 59" W, 94-1/2" H

TopLine 40 B Wall or flush-mounted Dimensions: 68-1/4" W, 94-1/2" H

SAN TopLine 14 Tabletop unit with hopper Dimensions: 15-1/4" W, 23-5/8" D, 38-1/2" H

SAN TopLine 14 B Tabletop unit with hopper and hand sink Dimensions: 15-1/4" W, 23-5/8" D, 38-1/2" H

SAN TopLine 19 B Tabletop unit with hopper, hand sink and 1 (one) cabinet Dimensions: 15-1/4" W, 23-5/8" D, 38-1/2" H

SAN TopLine 23 W Tabletop unit with hopper, large sink and 2 (two) cabinets Dimensions: 59" W, 39-3/8" H, 23-5/8" D

SAN TopLine 30 W Tabletop unit with hopper, large sink and 3 (three) cabinets Dimensions: 94-1/2" W, 39-3/8" H, 23-5/8" D

SAN TopLine 24 W Tabletop unit with hand sink Dimensions: 20-7/8" W, 69-1/4" H

SAN TopLine 24 BW Tabletop unit with hopper, hand sink, large sink and 2 (two) cabinets Dimensions: 35-1/2" W, 39-3/8" H, 23-5/8" D

SAN TopLine 29 BW Tabletop unit with hopper, hand sink, large sink and 3 (three) cabinets Dimensions: 46-1/2" W, 39-3/8" H, 23-5/8" D


MIKES TopLine offers:
- System disconnection management
- Telescopic rotary wash nozzle with nine auxiliary nozzles
- Deep-drawn stainless steel wash chamber
- Steam-tight door with interlock
- Air gap potable water protection
- MIKES microprocessor control
- Illuminated display
- Infrared interface for FM radio
- Three programmable wash/disinfection cycles
- External temperature pump for temperature stabilization
- Air stream cooling and drying system
- Optional automatic door opener

Models are available in a variety of configurations to meet any requirements:
- Wall or flush-mounted models
- Freestanding floor mounted models
- Integral soiled utility room units
- A complete range of accessories, including hand sinks, counters and shelving

All appliances are shipped from the factory ready for connection to utility supplies, for quick and easy installation.